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Accessibility Statement. The headlights on your Dodge Neon can be adjusted using adjustment
screws. On the Neon, there are two adjustment screws. One screw is located on the backside of
the headlight housing assembly. The other screw, on some models of the Neon, is located on
the inside edge of the headlight housing assembly. The screw on the backside of the headlight
assembly controls the vertical adjustment of the headlight. The other screw controls the lateral
movement of the headlight. Open the hood and locate the small hole in the back of the Neon's
headlight assembly. This hole will be near the top on the backside of the assembly. Turn the
screw inside the hole clockwise to raise the headlight and counterclockwise to lower the
headlight assembly. Locate the screw on the inside edge of the Dodge Neon's headlight
assembly. Some models of the Neon do not offer a lateral adjustment. If your Neon offers a
lateral adjustment, then you can turn the screw clockwise to move the headlight assembly to
the left and counterclockwise to move the headlight assembly to the right. I am a Registered
Financial Consultant with 6 years experience in the financial services industry. I am trained in
the financial planning process, with an emphasis in life insurance and annuity contracts. I have
written for Demand Studios since Step 1 Open the hood and locate the small hole in the back of
the Neon's headlight assembly. Step 2 Insert a cross point screwdriver into the hole. Step 3
Turn the screw inside the hole clockwise to raise the headlight and counterclockwise to lower
the headlight assembly. Small, sensible sets of wheels including the ergonomically-designed
Dodge Neon are meant to be maintained in excellent condition so that they can keep on
showing impressive levels of fuel economy. If a problem comes up or a component needs to be
replaced, don't economize with a badly-made part. That Dodge Neon is meant to have the
correct car parts to run at the highest efficiency. Drivers who select a Dodge realize that
reliability and elegance are well worth protecting; top-notch parts and accessories will keep
your vehicle in the best condition. Dodge autos harness tons of strength and tenacity to get the
work done right with style and ease. Dodge is a long standing dealer of rugged and reliable cars
that also boast innovative engineering and American heritage. When in need of ruggedness and
performance, truck buyers can be content with a quality truck engineered by Dodge. Buyers
who acquire a Dodge know that quality and style are well worth the time and energy; the right
accessories will keep your car going strong. Gas-sipping vehicles such as the
ergonomically-designed Dodge Neon were meant to be kept well tuned so that they can keep on
giving high levels of economy. When an issue crops up or a component must be replaced, don't
economize with the wrong component. Your Dodge Neon needs efficiency-optimized auto parts
to serve at its best efficiency. Your fine Dodge was designed with the highest quality and
craftsmanship; it ought to get replacement parts with the same top level of quality. Your Dodge
Neon Headlight is surely the most vital component on the car when it comes to safe travel at
night or during stormy weather. Numerous sorts of head lamps are available, which can be
obtained through many auto parts retailers; these include High Intensity Discharge in addition
to halogen lights. Your Dodge Neon Headlights need to be replaced as they begin to become
dim or are shattered. Dodge provides safe, reliable cars, but it's your responsibility to check
that all the required safety parts and components are present and functional. Fixing your car or
truck with top quality parts is a smart choice in the long run. Selecting a Dodge is a smart
choice, now maintaining it in top condition is even smarter! Usually the hardest thing about
restoring a car or truck is searching for a dependable source for trustworthy parts. Swing by
They are available for the following Dodge Neon years: , , , , , , , , 02, 01, 00, 99, 98, 97, 96, This
part is also sometimes called Dodge Neon Headlights. I found it really easy to use partsgeek.
The prices were wonderful even compared to what junk yards wanted me to pay. I will he
coming back soon BC my other headlight is busted. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To
Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will
issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer service page for refund and

return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy
with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Position of Product: Right - Passenger Side. Quality: Value
Line - High quality automotive part with the highest cost savings. Package Contents 1 Headlight
Assembly. Features: Specifically designed to look and function like the original headlight
Original manufacturer quality Rigid plastic protects against weather and road conditions Built to
match the exact original dimensions for proper fit. Compliant To S. Product SKU: W Black
Headlamp Bezel. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Housing Color Black Bezel.
Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Important Product Info: with Chrome Bezel. The
headlights on the Dodge Neon have a distinctive appearance that would detract from the car's
look if they were absent. The same is true if you're driving at night and one of the headlights is
out. It not only makes it harder for other drivers to see you but it also keeps you from seeing the
road clearly. A simple Dodge Neon headlight change will make your life easier by letting you,
once more, drive legally at night. Problems with the Headlights There are several things that
may reduce the lifespan of your headlights. If the lens is not tightly connected to the rest of the
headlight assembly or if the gasket is loose, water could get inside, damaging the electrical
components therein. If this happens, you will likely need to replace the entire headlamp
assembly. If the lenses have become discolored, as can happen over time, you may be able to
clean them off, but it will probably be just as easy to replace the headlight. If you turn on the
headlights and both lights are out, you may not have two burned out bulbs. You might have an
issue with your headlight switch. Usually, your Dodge Neon headlight bulbs go out one at a
time, but if one goes out, it's a good idea to replace both bulbs to save yourself work later.
Replacing a Dodge Neon Headlight Assembly A Dodge Neon headlight assembly takes just a
few minutes to replace, if you are familiar with working around a car. These instructions are
very similar across the Neon line, with a few minor alterations for years outside the to range. To
properly access the headlight assemblies, you need to open the hood and remove the screws
from across the top of the grill, and pull the gasket from around the old headlight off. Removing
the screws on the grill makes it easier to pull the front of the car out to get enough clearance to
pull out the old light and insert the new one. The parking light plugs into the back of the old
assembly. Just pull this out and leave it hanging by the connecting wire. Unplug the electrical
wire that goes to the headlight bulb. Now the old assembly is free for removal. Take it out and
set it aside. Plug in the new assembly's bulb and insert the parking light. Carefully maneuver
the headlight into the space, and put the gasket around it. After you've replaced the bolts in the
top of the grill you're done. There may be some minor adjustments to this procedure, depending
on your Neon's model year and trim level. Cost for a Professional Installation If you would
prefer to have a professional install your new headlight bulb or assembly. It will cost more than
if you did it yourself. If you need two bulbs replaced, as is typically recommended, this price
estimate could double. Some mechanics charge less for each hour they work on your car. You
can save a lot by buying the bulb and replacing it yourself. Where to Get a New Headlight If you
just want a pair of bulbs or if you need a set of new headlight assemblies, you can save money
on these and more by shopping at PartsGeek. With low, everyday prices, you can save on
making your Dodge Neon safe to drive again. There's no reason to go anywhere else when you
can get the trusted brand names and competitive prices at PartsGeek. Read more reviews.
Shipping Options: Ground Fitment Information:. Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Dodge Neon.
Catalog: B. Vehicle Dodge Neon. Catalog: F. Catalog: A. Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Catalog: Q.
Catalog: K. Here at CarParts. Take your pick from our wide selection of halogen headlights that
are perfect for an OE upgrade or replacement. Shop now and grab the best deal on Dodge Neon
headlights today! For more information go to Just how could a Dodge Neon possibly use its
prowess efficiently during dark driving conditions without the use headlights? It's hard to
imagine. Though the capability to run is neither impaired nor lessened, there is no way a car
could go in normal performance with the absence of its headlights. It can actually lose track and
meet the unexpected. In a Dodge Neon, the headlights are considered to be its eyes. They are
located on the front of the car, attached to the header panel assembly. The mere location of
headlights seems to emphasize very vital obligations. Essentially, Dodge Neon headlights
provide road visibility and apparently make the Neon visible from motorists on its front as well
as to pedestrians. In such way, the function of the Dodge Neon headlights is not just to find the
track but also as a safety-oriented device. Among them, the most popular is the halogen type.
It's a performance headlight that boasts a capacity to provide good illumination through its
halogen component, also known as pressurized gas fills the halogen bulb. Another one is the
delay headlight. It can keep the illumination on for about 30 seconds after turning off the
ignition. These two and the other Dodge Neon headlights also add stylish touch to the
aesthetics of the Neon, and can look better with accessories such as headlight covers and or
colored lamps. Dodge Neon headlights are available in various designs, colors, materials and

elements used. Most of them are typically made of sealed beam construction type, which
feature reflectors, filament and special lenses fused together into an airtight unit. They were
crafted to have prongs that fit into a wiring socket for the purpose of easy installation and
removal. Drivers themselves can actually install them even without the help of professional auto
machinists. But one thing people should keep in mind, Dodge Neon headlights like all other
lights are fragile and they contain elements that are harsh. So always use protective glasses as
protection in case the bulb is shattered during the process of replacement. Then dispose the
old ones properly in the carton so to avoid unwanted incidents. Reliable online stores provide
this information on their product descriptions so customers will know instantly if the Dodge
Neon replacement headlights are legal or not. Replacement headlights for Dodge Neon models
can be bought individually and in pairs. Most online sellers are offering these options to serve a
wider range of customers whose purchasing activities are bound by their budgets. Thus, Dodge
Neon owners with only one busted headlight need not be forced to purchase a pair. However,
since both headlights are used simultaneously, there is a bigger chance that product wear will
happen at the same time. Therefore, it is always advisable to change both Dodge Neon
headlights. Dodge Neon's headlights can be upgraded to the latest trends in headlight
technology. Various online stores are offering the new projector headlights as replacements for
manufacturer-installed stocks. Projector lights are favored these days because they provide a
more focused light beam and reduced scatter loss. Tweaking the angle of the Dodge Neon
headlights' light beams is something that can be done at home. The headlights of most Dodge
Neon models are equipped with two adjustment screws located at the backside and at the edge
of the headlight assembly. These screws can be adjusted horizontally and vertically until the
favored position is reached. The tricky part is how to get the perfect light beam position. One
very easy and effective way to solve this problem is through the screen method. The screen
method involves using a wall to measure and mark the centerline. This will be the basis for
adjusting the beam of light to the preferred angle and range. Modifying the Dodge Neon
headlights' light beams should be done in minuscule increments to get the most acceptable
position and light coverage. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve
quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts.
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lvin Espinoza. Purchased on Dec 20, Dec 21, Gordon Adams. Purchased on Dec 12, Nov 09,
Had to replace factory headlights do to oxidation, these were a perfect fit good quality no
issues! Anonymous Anonymous. Purchased on Oct 26, Show More. Dodge Neon Headlight
Guides. Are the replacement headlights for Dodge Neon models sold individually or in pairs?
Can the headlight bulbs of the Dodge Neon be replaced with projector headlights? Is it possible
to adjust the angle of the Dodge Neon's headlights without seeking help from car repair shops?
Frequently Asked Questions. Are all Dodge Neon headlight replacements legal? Helpful
Automotive Resources. Why are My Headlights Flickering? Driving with a flickering headlight
can create unsafe conditions on the road as they can create distractions not only for you but for
other drivers as well. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

